ABSTRACT. Examples of products with remote points and counterexamples of products without remote points are given. The paradoxical behavior of remote points with respect to products is exhibited.
Introduction.
The literature is rich with theorems proving the existence of remote points for various products [CS, vD, Di, D2, D3, D4, DP, HP, vM, Pi, Pa, P3] and with counterexamples showing the absence of remote points for specific products [vDvM, D5, D6, Pi] . However, there are still some questions remaining about the relationship between products and remote points.
This work bounds some of the extremes of this situation by providing two unusual and complementary example-counterexample pairs. The notation (ZFC+) indicates that the proof utilizes a set theoretic assumption that is not contained within ZFC.
The first pair is motivated by the following considerations. It is known that there are spaces A, such that w x A has no remote points (e.g., see [vDvM] ). One naturally wonders if it is possible for there to be an A such that kxX has no remote points for any k (by the example below, it is consistent that this cannot happen). Similarly, it is natural to ask whether there is a k large enough to guarantee that /c x A has remote points for any A. (The following counterexample provides a negative answer.)
The first pair consists of the following: EXAMPLE (ZFC+). For each A, there exists a cardinal k such that k x X has remote points.
COUNTEREXAMPLE. For each cardinal k, there exists a space A such that k x X has no remote points.
The second pair is motivated by the extremely natural question, "Is the property of having remote points productive?" There are many partial affirmative responses to this question [Di, D4, DP, HP, and P3] . Thus, it is rather surprising that this work shows that it is consistent that the property of having remote points is not productive. Additionally, it is shown that a product may have remote points even when neither of its nonpseudocompact factors has remote points.
The second pair consists of the following: EXAMPLE. There exist nonpseudocompact spaces X and Y, each having no remote points, such that X x Y has remote points. (Furthermore, neither A nor Y has a a-locally finite 7r-base, but X xY does.) COUNTEREXAMPLE (ZFC+). There exist nonpseudocompact spaces A and Y, each having remote points, such that X x Y has no remote points.
These two example-counterexample pairs demonstrate the complexity of the situation with respect to remote points for products.
In the first example-counterexample pair, the discrete factor always has remote points, whereas the product may or may not.
In the second example-counterexample pair, the product may or may not have remote points irrespective of whether the nonpseudocompact factors do. (For logical completeness, this last statement involves four cases. Only two cases are presented in this paper, because the other two are well known. That is, within the class of nonpseudocompact spaces, there exist factors with remote points whose product has remote points [CS, vD, Di, DP, HP, vM, Pi, Pa, P3] and there exist factors with no remote points whose product has no remote points [D5] .) 2. Preliminaries.
All spaces considered will be assumed to be completely For a set A, the notation |A| will indicate the cardinality of A. For a space A, the notation 7rA will denote the 7r-weight of A. For a cardinal k, the notation c/(/c) will denote the cofinality of k. Whenever a cardinal is used as a topological space, it will be assumed to have the discrete topology. For an arbitrary set S and a cardinal k, let
[S]K = {A: AC 5 and \A\ = k}.
For sets S and T, and a function /: S -> T, the notation f:S^»T indicates that / is onto T. 'Dow [Di] , in context of closed subsets of normal spaces defined remote collections by only requiring that D and Fo be disjoint. The definition given above is the generalization for the class of completely regular Hausdorff spaces.
3. Example with remote points. If the following set theoretic assumption was false in a model of ZFC, then there would exist a model with a measurable cardinal.2 3.1 ASSUMPTION. There exist arbitrarily large k, with 2K = k+. Throughout §3, it will be understood that the model used satisfies Assumption 3.1.3
Let A be a space and let k be a cardinal with 2K = k+, such that k > ttX.
Let B be a 7r-base for ßX, where it is assumed, without loss of generality, that ßX G B, and |ß| < k. Let W be the set of those maximal cellular families of k x ßX such that if c GC Gfê, then c = {a} x b for some a < k and some b G B.
Note that W C 3°(k x B) and that [3P(k x B)\ < 2K = k+ (where the last equality follows because of set theoretic Assumption 3.1). Therefore it follows that on k x ßX, there exists fc+-many nowhere dense sets, say {D¿ : £ < k+}, such that each of nowhere dense set is contained in some D¿. PROOF. The proof is by transfinite induction on £. Suppose U-, exists for each 7 < f. Let ^ be the family of all finite nonempty intersections of the t/7's. Let fP = {V\: X < k}. For each Va, X < k, recursively choose ax < k such that Va PI ({ax} x ßX) ^ 0, and such that if X' < X, then ax> < ax-Then, inside each Vxf)({ax}xßX),
choose a nonempty open subset Wx such that clKX/3x WC\D^ = 0. Letf7£ = UA<K^A. 3.3 EXAMPLE (ZFC+). For each X, there exists a cardinal k such that k x X has remote points. PROOF. Let k > nX such that 2K = k+. Let & = {clKX0xUç: Ç < k+}, where Uç is as described in Lemma 3.2. Choose any p e ß(x, x ßX)\(tc x ßX) such that p G clß(KxßX) G for all G G &. It is easily verified that p is a remote point of k x ßX. But, the existence of remote points for k x ßX is sufficient to imply the existence of remote points for k x X [Pi, 4.3; Pa,  4.11].
3.4 REMARK. Although the set theoretic assumption 3.1 is very weak, it would still be very interesting to see whether it can be avoided. Does there exist a cardinal function k such that for any space A, the space k{kX) x X has remote points? It is known that k(lj) -u [CS, vD] , but not even the value (if any exists) of /c(wi) 4. Counterexample with no remote points. This section utilizes only ZFC. There exists a large class of spaces of cellularity greater than u>i which have no remote points [D5] . By means of minor technical changes, this result can be generalized to exhibit the counterexample for this section. First, the result from [D5] is stated.
4.1 THEOREM [D5] . If Y is a compact space and cY > Wi, then w xYu has no remote points.
Since the proof of the above result is quite long and since the technical modifications are minor, the generalization will be stated without proof.
4.2 THEOREM. If Y is compact and cY > a+, then the space -7 x Y& has no remote points, for any 7 < a and for any ß > u.
4.3 COUNTEREXAMPLE. For each cardinal k, there exists a space A such that k x X has no remote points.
PROOF. Let y be a compact space such that cY > k+. Let A -Yu.
4.4 COMMENT. Let us review the situation for the existence of remote points of k x X, when 2K = k+. In §3, it was shown that if 7rA < k, then k x X has remote points. In fact, the same proof is applicable to the situation where cA < k and nX < k+. For the special case of k = u), a proof similar to that of [D4, 2.5] can be used to show that u; x A has remote points whenever 7rA < u>i. Conversely, in Counterexample 4.3, it is shown that k x X can have no remote points, in cases where ttX < k++-thus preventing any further generalization of those preceding affirmative results where 7r-weight is the only consideration. However, very little is known, even for k = w, about the case where cA < k. and ttX > k+. Since U(uji) can be imbedded in ßc+\c+, it will be assumed, without loss of generality, that J7(wi) C ßc+\c+. For any function /, the notation dom(/) indicates the domain of /.
5.1 DEFINITION. Let p G U(toi), and choose q G U(u>i) such that p and q are not type-equivalent (relative to U(u>i)). Let r(p) be the type of p (relative to U(c+)). Let Ap = c+ U r(p). Similarly, define Xq.
Because of the similarity of the definitions of Xp and Xq, Lemmas 5.4-5.7 below will only be proven for the case of p, but it will be clear that this is sufficient. A pseudo-(a, w)-compact space is said to be pseudo-a-compact.
5.4 LEMMA. The spaces Xp, Xq, Xp , and Xq are pseudo-wi-compact.
PROOF. Suppose {sa: a < u>i} C <wc+. Since for each a < ui, there exists na < uj such that sa Gn"c+, it follows that there exist n < cj and /n G [wi]Wl such that sa G "c+ for all a G lo- Let S = {a < c+ : ci (a) = uji} and note that S is stationary [K] . For each a G S, au is nowhere dense and there exists a maximal cellular family sfa C ¿¡ § such that a" C Ap \ \jsfa. Furthermore, for each a G S, there exists Fa G SF such that Fa c\Jsfa. For each a G S, let sfa(Fa) = {[s%]:n<cj} and note that Fa c \Jsfa(Fa).
Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that for each a G S and each n < LJ, there may be chosen fc£ < w such that s" G fcn + 1c+,s"|fca G kna, and Sn ( For each o G 5, note that fo(a) < a, since cf(a) = Wi. Hence, there exists 7 < c+ such that /0_1 (7) is stationary [K, 6.15] . Let So = (7,c+) fl /0~1 (7), then S0 is stationary and So C S.
Let {{í¿: » < w}$: $ < c} index all countable sequences such that for each i < w, i, G Un<w "Ti where it should be noted that |7| < c.
Define f\ : So -* c as follows. For each a G So, fi(ct) = £, where ¿5 < c is chosen such that {U: i < w}£ = {sSlfc«: n< w}.
For each a G So, note that fi(a) < c < a (i.e., fi(a) < a). Hence, there exists C < c such that /f1^) is stationary. Let Si = /f1^*), where Si C S0 C 5. Note that if a G Si, then «I*«: n<w} = {í¿: t<<J}(*.
Choose a* G Si, and choose /?* G Si subject to the conditions: (i)ß*GSi\a*, (H) {s%':n<u}c\Jn<unß*. These conditions may be simultaneously satisfied because of the cofinality of Si in c+.
Recall, from the beginning of the proof, that Fa-, Fß> G &, Fa-C Un<oj[sn ]> and Fß> C Un<wlsfl' A contradiction to SF being an ultrafilter will now be obtained by showing that for any m, n < u>,
[<]n[*£] = 0-Case 1. kf < *£. Clearly, s«"(A£*) G [a*,ß*). However, s^(kf) < 7, because ß* G Sq. Furthermore, 7 < a*, since a* G So-Thus, s^ (k% ) < 7 < a* < " Case 2. kf = *£. Again, 8%'fâ') G [a*,ß*). However, s^(kf) = •£(*£) >ß*.Thussf(k%)<ß*<s%;(K').
CaseS. k%' > Jfc£. Then s£*(ffc£) < a*, since a* G S. However, *£(*&*) > ß*, since /?* G S. Thus, sf(fc£) < a* < /T < *£(*£)•
These three cases having been demonstrated, the proof is now complete.
5.8 LEMMA. The product Xp x Xq is not pseudo-c^-compact.
PROOF. Suppose Ap x Xq is pseudo-c+-compact. Then the family {(a, a) : a < c+} of open subsets of Ap x Xq must have a limit point in XvxXq. Let (r0, r\) represent such a limit point, where r0 is type-equivalent to p and ri is type-equivalent to a.
Recall that p is not type-equivalent to q. Hence, there must exist An G rn and Ai G ri such that An D Ai = 0. However, then An x Ai fl {(a,a): a < c+} = 0 contradicts that (rn,ri) is a limit point of Ap x Xq, and the proof is complete.
5.9 LEMMA. The product X£ x A£ is a o-tt space.4 PROOF. The product Ap" x A£ may be rewritten as (Xp x Xq)u. Since the w-weight of Ap x Xq is c+, and Ap x Xq is not pseudo-c+-compact, it follows that (Ap x Xq)w is a tr-7r space [P3, 2.4].
5.10 LEMMA. The product Xp x Xq has remote points.
PROOF. Since A" x Xq is a nonpseudocompact, o-n space, it must have remote points [H, 3 .1].
5.11 EXAMPLE. There exist nonpseudocompact spaces X and Y, each having no remote points, such that X x Y has remote points. (Furthermore, neither A nor Y is a-ir, but X xY is.)
PROOF. Let A = Ap" and let Y = X%.
6. Counterexample with no remote points. In this section additional set theoretic assumptions beyond ZFC are utilized. In order to present these assumptions some additional definitions are required.
6.1 DEFINITION. Let uu be the set of all functions from u> into w. If f,g G uw, let <* be the partial ordering on uu defined by / <* g if there exists n < w such that for all m > n, f(m) < g(m). Let fi be the partial order (uw, <*). A set S C uoj is said to be cofinal in Q if for every / G ww, there exists some g G S such that / <* g. If the order type of a cofinal set is that of an ordinal n, then we shall call the set an n-scale. It is well known that the set theoretic hypotheses "there exists, for each j < u, a compact Souslin line S, such that I~Ij<u; Sj 1S ccc" and "there exists an wa-scale" are consistent with ZFC and, moreover, that there exists a model containing ZFC which satisfies both hypotheses simultaneously (see [KT] ). Let Jlf be any such model of set theory. (For more information on scales, see Heckler [H] or Rudin 
WO
The following theorems are significant tools for the construction of the counterexample.
6.2 THEOREM (DOW [D4] ). //A is a nonpseudocompact ccc space withnXWi, then X has remote points.
6.3 THEOREM (DOW [D5] ). Assume that there exists an u>2-scale. If, for each j < ui, Zj is a compact space of uncountable cellularity, then oj x Y\j<ul Zj has no remote points.
The counterexample depends upon the model Jü. 6.4 COUNTEREXAMPLE (ZFC+). There exist nonpseudocompact spaces A and Y, each having remote points, such that X x Y has no remote points. 4Lemmas 5.5 and 5.9 show that X x Y may be a-ir even when neither X nor Y is. This provides an affirmative answer to Question 4.2 as posed in [P3] . This example may be compared to an example of [T] relative to a similar situation for rr-disjoint 7r-bases.
PROOF. Let A = Y = u> x Y[j<u Sj. Then A and F have remote points by Theorem 6.2. However, X x Y = A2 and A2 is homeomorphic toux YlJ<u(Sj)2, which does not have remote points by Theorem 6.3 since, for each j < uj, (Sj)2 is a compact space with uncountable cellularity.
